
Declaration of codes in Import Advance List (IAL) 

 
There are 3 categories: 

1.      DPD+DPD 
2.      DPD+CFS 
3.      CFS+CFS. 
 
In IAL there are 4 fields as given below: 
 
 
 i) Group code      -  from col no. 42 to 44 
ii) Consignee code  – from col no. 99 to 101 
iii) Destination    – from col no.102 to 104 
iv) Choice of CFS after 48 hrs  – from col no. 105 to 107 
       (as per PN 57)   
 
How to Declare : 
 
Declaration pattern is given in below table: 
  

Category First 3 digits 
of Group 
code 
(42 to 44) 

Consignee code 
(99 to 101) 

Destination 
(102 to 104) 

Choice of CFS 
(105 to 107) 

DPD+DPD   DPD  
(dummy 
code) 

Party DPD code Party  DPD 
code 

CFS code 

DPD+CFS CFS code Party DPD code CFS code Blank 

CFS+CFS CFS code Blank CFS code Blank 

 
 
 
Explanation: 
 

A) In first category, for any DPD+DPD container first 3 digits of group code will be DPD 

(dummy code) only ie DPDD2,  DPDR2, DPDD4, DPDR4, DPDO2, DPDO4 etc.(from 

col 42 to 46).. In case importer does not take delivery within 48 hrs then container will 

be moved to CFS indicated in choice of CFS ( col.105 to 107) as per PN 57. If this filed 

is blank, then it will be moved to Speedy CFS. 



 
Example: 
CTR090684CXTU108592025.722270F      JEA  DPDD2 ITGRM3N              C125470                       15E15EITC 
 

B) In second category, for any DPD+CFS container first 3 digits of group code will be CFS 

code  ie ACGD2,  AMYR2, DRTD4, APOR4, VLYO2, SVLO4 etc.. .(from col 42 to 

46)..  The container will be moved to CFS as indicated in Group code by default even 

within 48 hrs.  

 
Example: 

CTR430782BLJU223216912.652210F      JEA  ACGD2 ITBLM1N              IGM40317                      AD4ACG 

 
Please note that in case agency has declared as DPD+CFS, then container cannot be given 
to importer within 48 hrs of he approaches unless shipping line make change request. 
 

C) In Third category, for any CFS+CFS container first 3 digits of group code will also be 

CFS code  ie ACGD2,  AMYR2, DRTD4, APOR4, VLYO2, SVLO4 etc.. .(from col 

42 to 46)..  The container will be moved to CFS as indicated in Group code by default. 

Example: 
          CTR250806ECMU143778027.412210F      JEA  GDLD2 ITINX1N              018964                           GDL 

 
 
The procedure for declaring the laden containers in IAL is also displayed on our website 
at www.jnport.gov.in under link ‘Direct Port delivery’. 
 
All Shipping lines, Agencies, NVOCCS are requested to note and follow the above 
procedure and spacing in IAL to avoid movement of container to wrong destinations and 
disputes thereafter. 
 
  
For any change request send mail jnpctdpd@jnport.gov.in . For any clarifications please 
call 6781 5229/6781 5201. 
 
 

*** 
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